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use them as measures of other forms. For
example, procure a palm leaf fan; study
it, draw it until you have learned how to
represent it, then draw fans shaped like the
various form measures. Do the same with
a padlock, a pitcher, jug, teapot, sign board,
and similar objects.
The OMef Measures of Fontf. The fei-
c*A*a*c, rectangle and the circle are the most
important of the measures of form. By
adding the third dimension to these forms.
 plication table, so well that they can b&
used instantly, without confusion c*
hesitation.
Parallel Drawing
The Rectangular Prism or Box Form. ib
Fig. 31 are represented the rectangle and the
three most important triangles and theiv
prisms, §ead from the top downward, anrf
in the first column we have, first, a rignr
angle; then a rectangle; then a rectangular
prism; then an oblique rectangular prism.
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the prisms are made, giving the triangular
prism, the rectangular prism, and the cyl-
inder, which become the measures of solids.
The triangular prism is the form measure
for objects containing oblique lines.
The rectangular prism, or box form, is the
form measure for square-cornered objects.
The cylinder and the sphere are the form
measures for objects containing curved lines.
In these form measures are represented the
mechanical elements of drawing, and are the
form basis of a vast range of objects that
more or less embrace all form. These meas-
ures of form must be learned thoroughly;
we must know them as we know the multi-
 showing the order of origin and the order
in which they should be studied.
Parallel drawing, or as it is often called,
parallel perspective, is represented by row
C. Parallel drawing is representing objects
with the front fac$ parallel with the surface
on which tlie drawing is made. This surface
is called the picture plane.
Oblique drawing, or oblique perspective,
is represented when the object is drawn at
an angle with the surface on which the draw-
ing is made.
Fig. 32 represents a box with the front
face open and toward you. Procure such
a pasteboard box and plaee it on the table

